I am delighted that Howden Civic Society has created the trail of bronze
plaques to commemorate the construction in the town of the R100 airship,
designed by my father Sir Barnes Wallis in the second half of the 1920s. She
and I were sisters, since I was born in 1927 and grew up in her shadow. My
parents were so happy in Howden, in the little bungalow on the station. My
brother Barnes and I were always in sight of the enormous shed, which was
very much part of our early experiences. We saw the great lady emerge from
the shed, shining silver in the sunlight of a frosty December morning.
ln spite of her successful and luxurious transatlantic flight, R100 was
dismantled after the catastrophic disaster which befell her competitor ship the
R101. So my father's beautiful vessel ended her brief life, but she has never
been forgotten by her cradle, Howden, nor by Sir Barnes's family.
This booklet gives an outline of the development of lighterthanair flight,
including many details of R100's four years of growth in the Howden shed,
and of her success as a long distance passenger carrier. ln doing this the
Society has brought my father's work out from the shadows of subsequent
airship tragedies to stand on its merits, and for this I warmly thank them.

Mary StopesRoe
September 2014
Mary daughter of Sir Barnes
Wallis at Howden R.N.A.S. in
the late 1920s.
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Introduction
Howden owes its place in the story of air travel to its choice in 1915 as one of
the sites for a Royal Naval Airship Station. Spaced along the east coast, these
stations were bases for groups of inflatable airships that patrolled the coastal
shipping lanes to deter enemy submarines. Large hangars were built to shelter
the inflated airships, together with a hydrogen generation plant, and the
Howden site was served by a short branch line from the SelbyHull line of the
then North Eastern Railway.
At the end of hostilities in 1918 the station received a succession of the larger
rigid airships which were then being built. The station was closed in 1921 and
most of its assets were sold off, leaving the large No. 2 shed as the main
survivor. It was one of only two locations with sheds of such size and length.
The railway branch also survived.
Howden was chosen by Vickers, in the guise of the Airship Guarantee
Company, as the location to build the prototype of an intended new generation
of very large airships which would provide higher speed travel over very long
distances.
The Airship History Trail and this accompanying booklet have their origin in
the fact that the giant R100 airship, designed by Barnes Wallis, was built in
Howden with a largely local labour force. Launched in 1929 it completed its
flight trials and successfully flew to Canada and back in 1930. Its fate was
sealed, however, when its competitor, R101, designed by a different team,
crashed in France when on its way to India. R100 was never flown again.
The trail of pavement plaques commemorates the airship and the people who
built it and the fact that for a short period Howden was at the forefront of
airship design and construction.
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Promoting the Trail
Howden Civic Society has worked over several years to promote the creation
of a pavement trail of plaques to commemorate the R100 airship and to
recognise the role of the local people who worked in the machine shops and
assembled the craft.
One of the Society’s most striking efforts was in 2009 when the 216m (709ft)
long outline of the airship was set out in full size on the Senior School playing
field by Howden Civic Society committee member Ken Deacon.
When the shape had been pegged out, the school pupils, wearing their white
tops came on to the field, class by class, and manoeuvred into position to
complete it. On a given signal they extended their arms and linked hands as
the aerial photographer flew over.
The success of this scheme is clear from the photo opposite where each white
dot is a pupil.
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Howden Senior School

Photograph courtesy Ian Bracegirdle

The Trail
A line of 24 bronze plaques is set in the paving on the west side of the Market
Place, extending along the tarmac entrance drive to the Ashes Park.
The plaques mark
the length of the
R100 and show it in
flight; five of them
show closeups of
important details of
the airship.

Plaque No. 1, which shows details of the
NOSE, is located at the junction of Market
Place with Bridgegate.
Previous airships, tethered on the ground,
had suffered damage under high winds so it
was decided that R100 and R101 would be
moored by the nose at towers 72m (200ft)
high on a pivot so that the craft would
always be head into wind. Passengers ascended by lift to an open platform and
then stepped up to a companionway with shielded sides which was let down
from the nose of the airship. The plaque shows this arrangement.
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Plaque No. 7, showing details of the
GONDOLA, is located at No. 30 Market
Place. The gondola was fixed to the
underside of the airship and was equivalent
to the bridge on a ship. Actions to contol
flight were either operated directly from
here or relayed as signals to other parts of
the airship such as the engine cars. This function was especially important
during docking at the mooring mast since the crew in the gondola had no view
of the nose of the craft.
The ‘coach’ providing crew quarters and passenger accommodation was
located inside the hull above the gondola.

Plaque No. 11, located outside Nos. 2224
Market Place and Plaque No. 14. alongside
the churchyard railings, show the ENGINE
CARS. Three such engine cars powered the
airship, providing propulsion and electric
power. Each car contained two aircraft
engines and a compartment for the
engineers who monitored the engines continuously during flight and also
responded to signals from the gondola. The plaques show how the engine cars
were mounted to the framework of the
hull, with rather exposed access for the
engineers when entering and leaving. The
plaques' locations in the trail show their
relative positions along the airship.
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Plaque No. 21, the FINS and RUDDERS,
is located in the driveway entering the
Ashes Park. The fins and rudders, which
were nearly 45m (146 ft) long, were
mounted near the tail of the airship. At
their trailing edges they had the adjustable
surfaces that controlled altitude and
direction of flight, operated from the gondola. There was access in flight to the
horizontal fins and over Canada repairs to damaged fabric were made, in
darkness, in a hailstorm.

The Interpretation Plaque is alongside the Ashes Park drive near the Bishop’s
Manor House. It provides a concise summary of the history of the airship and
its principal dimensions, acknowledging the parts played by Howden Civic
Society and the Big Lottery Fund in creating the trail.
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The Pursuit of Flight
Mankind’s pursuit of flight occupied several
centuries and took more than one direction, ‘heavier
thanair’ and 'lighterthanair’. The Wright brothers
achieved success with the former in 1903 whereas the
first recorded success with the lighterthanair
principle was by the Montgolfier brothers in France
in 1783. Owners of a paper mill, they experimented
by blowing hot air into silk balloons lined with paper.
Hot air is lighter than the cool air around it and was
therefore able to lift the weight of a balloon into the
air. The brothers then built a very large silk and paper
balloon and supported it on staging over a large open fire. By directing the hot
smoke to fill the balloon, the tethered craft was eventually ready to take off
with its passengers – a sheep, a cockerel and a duck.
The balloon climbed to approximately 2,000m (6,300ft) and travelled a mile
before cooling down and landing. The principle had been proved, but
continuous propelled and steered flight was yet to be achieved.
In the terms used to describe lighterthanair craft the Montgolfier balloon was
an inflatable, although only
temporary. Hydrogen is the lightest
of all gases and was adopted to fill
closed, leakproof balloons giving
continuous lift. Henri Giffard is
credited with the construction of the
first powered, dirigible (steerable),
fullsize airship in 1852. He
attached a small steam engine,
Henri Giffard's Dirigible Balloon together with a large propellor and
a rudder for steering, to an elongated balloon and in this he made a 17 mile
circuit over Paris at five miles per hour. Eventually, for larger craft, the
hydrogen was contained in special gas bags inside a framework which was
covered by canvas. These were called rigid airships, fitted with engines to
propel and controls to steer, and thus were also ‘dirigibles’.
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The Zeppelins
The development of the large, rigid, dirigible airship received a major boost
when its cause was taken up by a German aristocrat, Count von Zeppelin.

Zeppelin

He almost bankrupted himself in building the first examples and appealed to
the German government for funds to continue. They insisted on proof that his
airships could operate a commercial service, which he duly demonstrated.
When the First World War broke out in 1914 that same government saw the
military potential in airships and large numbers were constructed, initially for
observation over war zones, but then to bomb Britain.
By the end of the war Zeppelins had become reliable in flight but were very
vulnerable to improved aerial defences.
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British Airships
Aware of the activities of Von Zeppelin, the Vickers Armstrong Company, with
Admiralty support, designed and constructed an airship, ‘the Mayfly’, at
BarrowinFurness. The
name was wellchosen for, on
removal from its shed, the
craft immediately broke its
back. H.B. Pratt, a highly
vocal junior draughtsman
who had predicted this,
Coastal Class C4 operated from Howden with consorts
eventually parted company
C.11 C.19 and C.21, they were known locally as 'The
with Vickers and joined a
Howden Pigs'
shipyard drawing office in
Cowes. There he found himself working alongside Barnes Wallis and they
became firm friends.
In 1914 Germany ordered ten Zeppelins for military use and the British
Admiralty responded. Vickers called Pratt back to Barrow, he took Wallis with
him, and they collaborated on airship R9 which was launched in 1917. During
World War I the airships which operated from east coast bases, including the
Royal Naval Airship Station at Howden, were of the inflatable type used to
escort coastal convoys and discourage submarine attack.
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Howden R.N.A.S. shed no. 2

British interest in airships and their development was brought to a sudden stop
by the loss of R38 in the Humber estuary on 24th August 1921, watched by
the crowds on the waterfront in Hull. Piloted by an American, the craft was on
a trial flight prior to its purchase by the American navy. Designed for high
altitude work and of lighter than usual construction, R38 seemed unable to
withstand the extra stresses imposed when a sharp change of course was
attempted. All except 5 of the crew perished. This incident ended British
government interest in airships. The Howden airship station was closed and its
contents sold off with only the huge No. 2 shed and a few of the fixed
installations remaining, including the railway branch line that served it.

The Revival
Sailing ships had been replaced by steamers and the rapid development of the
latter had brought improved travel times round the world. However, journey
times to distant parts of the then British Empire were still long. Depending on
a ship's performance and the number of intermediate calls, it could take 57
days to travel to Canada, 23 weeks to South Africa and 46 weeks to reach
New Zealand by sea. Only one fixed wing transAtlantic flight had been made
(from Newfoundland to Ireland) by Alcock and Brown in 1919, quickly
followed by a return flight from Scotland to America by airship R34. Airships
seemed to offer the only chance of useful reductions in journey times, having
flight speeds of the order of 60mph (96 km/h).
In parallel with this incentive a retired naval officer, Sir Denistoun Burney,
was persistently lobbying in parliamentary circles for an increase in activity in
flying as a whole, Britain being relatively backward compared with other
western nations.
The 1922 General Election brought a change of government to a coalition led
by Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald. The 1921 decision to abandon airship
development was reversed and a programme was introduced whereby large
airships would fly on a web of routes linking Britain to its empire. Although
Vickers were proposing construction of six craft, the government approved
only two, which were to be tested in competition with each other. Vickers was
awarded a contract for approximately half a million pounds to build one, the
Air Ministry would build the other. A decision to build more airships would
await the results of the comparative tests.
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R100
Having tendered for the contract, the Vickers
Company called Barnes Wallis back from
Switzerland, where he had taken a teaching
post, and appointed him as chief designer. He
was assisted by Nevil Shute Norway, (later
known as Nevil Shute, the novelist), whose
task was to calculate the stresses to which the
rigid framework would be exposed. The
Airship Guarantee Company was formed to
carry out the work with Sir Denistoun Burney
as its managing director.
The specification issued for the airship meant
that a huge shed more than 216m (709ft) long
was needed in which to build it. Only two such
sheds existed in the whole country: the Air
Ministry had the use of the shed at Cardington
Sir Barnes Wallis
near Bedford; the other was on the former Royal Naval airship station at
Howden.
The design team took up residence at Howden, with Wallis and his young
family on the air station,
and Shute in lodgings at
No. 78 Hailgate.
The recruited labour force
included about 200 locals,
many of them women. A
group of riggers from Hull
shipyards, known as
‘spidermen’, worked on the
framework at heights up to
Nevil Shute Norway (right) in R100 navigator's cockpit 45m (150ft) above the
floor.
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Meeting the Specification
The most important and difficult part of the specification was the lift
requirement. The hydrogenfilled gas bags that occupied most of the interior
of the airship would have to first lift the weight of the craft, (approximately
120 tons), its full fuel load, ballast water and the crew. The remaining ‘lift'
capability would have to exceed the combined weight of the passengers,
luggage, provisions and any urgent highvalue cargo.
Wallis decided that building the framework out of thinwalled aluminium
tubes would give adequate stiffness and strength but at minimum weight. No
such tubing had yet been manufactured so Wallis designed a machine which
would convert long flat strips of aluminium sheet into a spiral with overlapped
edges and then rivet the edges together. The aluminium alloy chosen was
‘Duralumin’ (a trade name) which had the unusual property of becoming
harder and stronger as time passed.
Three tubes were then joined to form a girder with a triangular cross section;
these girders then made up the circumferential and longitudinal members of
the frame. (As can be seen in photo opposite).
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Frame tube making machine
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'Spidermen' at work constructing the frame of the R100 at Howden.

Helical tubes
being made for
the frame
girders

This left the problem of how
to join the ends of the girders
at the joints in the structure.
For this Wallis designed a
clever compact joint
containing six sockets to
receive four girder ends. Each
joint was angled slightly
differently to fit its position in
the profile of the airship.
These joints were known as
'Spider Joints' and were
important in giving the airship
its rigidity and strength.

Surviving Spider Joint
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The maximum design airspeed
that was required was 70mph
(112 km/h). Wallis achieved
this by installing six Rolls
Royce ‘Condor’ aero engines,
running on petrol, and these
gave R100 a maximum speed
of 81mph (130 km/h) during
the flight trials. This speed
was never repeated as it was
accompanied by pronounced
Engine car during construction
rippling of the canvas
envelope.
The Condor petrol engines were significantly lighter than the diesel engines of
the time that could generate the same 4,200 horsepower but official worries
about the storage of petrol in very hot climates (Egypt, Iraq, India) would have
limited R100’s field of work. The Condors were installed in pairs in engine
cars each of which also contained a motor car engine which drove a generator
providing a continuous electricity supply.

R100 Engine Car in situ
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Despite all the skill and care that had been taken during R100's development
to reduce the weight to a minimum but still mantain adequate strength, it was
later realised that the airship could not safely lift the specified maximum
design load of the crew and 100 passengers. Its limit was about 50 passengers
plus the crew. Any further increase in 'lift' would require the insertion of an
extra section of hull with its gas bag. The competing Air Ministry airship,
R101, diesel engined and with a steel framework, had a similar problem and
adopted this solution. No such modifications were made to R100 before its
flight to Canada although there were proposals for the insertion of an extra
hull section and gas bag on its return.
Success of the whole venture relied on the volume of space for hydrogen gas
and on the integrity of the gas bags themselves. These were continuously lined
with goldbeaters skins (made from the intestines of cattle) which were
carefully joined and sealed to prevent leaks. Chafing of the bags in flight and
leakages of gas were real problems.

Hydrogen gas bags being installed into the frame
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Service Operation
A principle objective of these new airships was to achieve shorter journey
times for their passengers, but how were they to be embarked and
disembarked?
It was considered unsafe to land on the
ground and be moored there, especially
in high winds, and so from the outset the
airships were designed to be moored to
72m (200ft) high towers. By 1929 such
towers had been erected in Canada,
Egypt, India and at Cardington in
Bedfordshire
Crew, passengers and luggage moved
from ground level to the tower top in a
high capacity lift, emerging onto an
exposed platform just below the nose of
the moored airship. A companionway
with shielded sides was lowered from
the airship to the platform, making an
approximate linkage, the ship and this
companionway responding to any
changes in wind direction whilst boarding was in progress.

Docking and Mooring
Having decided how people should enter and leave, it was equally important
to devise a method of bringing the craft and its coupling accurately to the
socket in the centre of the tower roof. The nose could not be seen from the
gondola control cabin beneath the airship so a special cockpit was installed in
the upper front of the nose. This gave a direct view so that directions for
adjustment of direction, height and speed could be sent from there to the crew
in the gondola. When very close to the tower, the craft could be pulled in by
short cables until it was located and made safe. A large pin and socket joint
allowed the airship to swing headtowind in any wind direction.
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Accommodation
The passsenger accomodation was 55m(180ft) from the nose along a
companionway which extended the full length of the ship. The threedecked
‘coach’ was located inside the airship immediately above the gondola.

Waitresses in dining saloon
Tea on the promenade during construction
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Artist's impression of living quarters on R100

The crew quarters were in the lowest
deck of the coach, with direct access to
and from the gondola. The next deck
contained the public facilities – lounge /
dining area, kitchen, promenade and
rooms for 28 passengers. The top floor
contained rooms for 72 people.
Passengers in the promenades on both
sides of the airship were able to look
down through the celluloid windows at
the scene 1,220m (4,000ft) below. The
kitchen was allelectric in operation, a
novel feature.
Weight saving was a major objective and
as much as possible of the structure of
the ‘coach’ was made from balsa wood,
the lightest wood known.
Kitchen
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Flight
All the operations to control the airship in flight were carried out from the
gondola, or control cabin, under the craft, occasionally directed from vantage
points as when mooring to a tower. The gondola contained all the vital
instruments showing altitude,
compass bearing, air speed,
estimated wind speed and direction,
etc. In clear weather the navigator's
estimated position could be checked
by sextant readings from the angle of
the sun and the positions of stars.
Changes in course were made using
two large wheels, much like ships'
wheels, each operated by a rating.
R100 Gondola, Control Wheels
One wheel changed direction and the
other changed altitude and these operations were carried to the control
surfaces at the tail by guided wire cables running for about 167m (550ft) to the
rudders and elevators in the fins. The flight crew worked in ‘watches’ just as
on ships. The engines, grouped as three pairs in the engine cars, were operated
and monitored by engineers inside the engine cars working to signals relayed
from the gondola.
R100 in flight
as it left
Howden, note
the pointed tail
section which
was modified
before its trip to
Canada
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R100’s Flight History
As dawn broke on 16th December 1929 the 400 assembled soldiers began to
draw the airship out of its shed watched by hundreds of people from miles
around Howden.
Ernest Butler, then a junior reporter with the Goole Times, gave a description
of the event 40 years later. Having joined the soldiers at their task the order
was given to let go. As the airship rose it discharged a mass of water ballast
which soaked everyone below, including Butler. The engines were started and,
as the craft turned, the rising sun’s rays struck its surface and it seemed to
glow as if it was on fire. A local circuit was flown and after a final salute to the
airship station it flew to York and then on to Cardington, its future base.
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After many miles of test flights R100 was given its airworthiness certificate
and in July 1930 flew to Canada to dock at the tower in Montreal. Whilst
flying up the St. Lawrence River the airship encountered a major storm which
damaged the fabric of its control surfaces at the tail. Clarence Flatters, who
had taken part in the craft's construction, later gave a graphic account of
replacing the fabric in the dark in a hailstorm whilst travelling at 80km/h
(50mph) at 1220m (4,000ft) altitude.
An enthusiastic reception greeted R100's arrival at Montreal and this was
followed by a long flight over Canada to entertain local guests. In August
R100 flew home to its base at Cardington where it was placed in one of the
two huge sheds whilst work continued to make its competitor, R101, ready for
its flight to Karachi in early October.
R100's westbound flight to Canada had taken 79 hours and the eastbound
return, with the benefit of prevailing westerly winds, had taken 57 hours,
easily halving the time of sea journeys over that route.
The tragic fate of R101, which crashed in northern France, caused the
government to abandon its airship programme.
R100 was sold to dismantlers and reduced to scrap.

R100 on the mooring tower in St Hubert, Montreal 1930
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Originally in Montreal Star

Sir Barnes Wallis
Barnes Neville Wallis was born in 1887 in Ripley, Derbyshire and was
educated at Christ’s Hospital, where many of his principles and attitudes were
developed. He worked briefly for an engineering firm and then for
J.S. White’s shipbuilders in Cowes. In 1912 he was joined, at the next drawing
board, by H.B. Pratt from Vickers who had witnessed the failure of their first
rigid airship, ‘Mayfly’.
The Admiralty, alarmed by German orders for new Zeppelins, asked Vickers
to build a larger airship in response. As a result Pratt and Wallis worked
together at Vickers designing the R9 which first flew in 1917.
Wallis continued with work on R23 and R80 but at the end of 1921 the firm
gave him notice due to lack of orders. He used the interval of unemployment
to take his degree, and then obtained a teaching post at an English public
school in Switzerland. In 1922 a new government was prepared to pursue a
programme for long distance airships and in 1923 Wallis was recalled to
Vickers, made Chief Designer of the R100, and moved in 1926 with his young
family to Howden’s former Royal Naval Air Station. For the next 4 years he
designed and supervised construction of R100 in the huge No 2 shed.
The crash of the rival R101 in October 1930 caused the termination of the
British Airship programme. Wallis had already moved to Vickers at
Weybridge to work on aeroplanes, notably the Wellington and its derivatives.
After the outbreak of war he became convinced that engineers could find a
way to shorten hostilities by attacking some critical resource in Germany. He
conceived and developed the famous ‘bouncing bomb’ with which RAF 617
squadron, ‘The Dambusters’, burst two of the three largest dams supplying
water and power to the Ruhr industrial complex. Wallis exploited the carrying
capacity of the Lancaster bomber by designing the 5 ton ‘Tallboy’ armour
piercing bomb (which sank the Tirpitz) and the 12 ton ‘Grand Slam’, the
penetrating earthquake bomb.
After 1945 attention turned to civil airliners and Wallis was then given the
opportunity by Vickers to range widely over practical engineering problems.
For arctic trawlers, he revised and greatly reduced the rigging to limit the
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quantity of ice forming, this reducing the risk of capsizing. He developed a
stratospheric chamber to recreate conditions to be met at very high altitudes
and outlined the design of a large nuclearpowered cargocarrying submarine.
Aviation was in the forefront of his thinking. Variable wing area (‘swing
wing’) was designed, engineered, and passed by the government to the U.S.A.
to develop. He also visualised very large supersonic passenger aircraft to
radically shorten journey time to Australia.
Barnes Wallis became a fellow of the Royal Society in 1945 and was knighted
in 1968. He died in 1979 and was buried in St Lawrence’s churchyard in his
home village of Effingham, Surrey.
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The Future
The loss of R101 ended British airship activity but work continued in
Germany with the construction of the ‘Graf Zeppelin’ and ‘Hindenburg’. Both
of these airships operated commercial air services, to South America and the
USA respectively. The ‘Hindenburg’
crashed in 1937 leaving the ‘Graf
Zeppelin’ as the longest serving and
most successful commercial airship.
It paid several courtesy visits to
Britain during which it also made
photographic aerial surveys of the
country!
The Second World War stopped all
further development and many years
Goodyear 'blimp'
elapsed before new, smaller airships
began to appear, usually to advertise or to serve as camera platforms. The
Goodyear ‘blimp’ is probably the best known of the 40 or so airships world
wide in 2014.
Seventy years of development of materials, such as strong, durable fibres and
fabrics, and of technology in aerodynamics, flight and lift have encouraged a
new approach. Much interest has been generated in the ‘Airlander’ project
which depends on
helium within its
envelope providing just
60 per cent of the lift,
with the remainder
coming from its wing
shaped profile. If
successful it may
provide a safe, fuel
efficient method of
carrying freight or
passengers over long
distances. We shall
Airlander HAV 304
wait with interest, and hope.
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